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Every year several languages die out . some people think that this is not
important because life will be easier if there are fewer languages in the world .
To what extent do you agree or disagree with this opinion?

Over several thousand years many languages appeared in al over the world
.However, some of these new languages have disappeared .Some people believe
that if the variety of languages is reduced ,living will be more convenient/easier
than ever/before.
In my opinion, on the negative side of this view nations will continuously lose
their culture diversity,because cultures are highlyextremely connected with
languages .for instance ,many books or poems which were written by their
authors will not be useful .The solution of this problem might be a translation
from one language to another one.in to some extent this solution will be useful .
On the other hand, translating from one language to another one may cause
reduction in content of the text .As a result, disappearance of dying out of
languages may cause extinction dying out of many literature books as well.
On the positive side of this reduction ,it is obvious that everyone in all over the
world can communicate with more people from another nations .Furthermore,
people who travel travelling to other countries can talk and give their opinion
much easier .And so one major problem of travel to the other countries will be
eliminated .Moreover, decreasing the number of languages may leads to
production of more movies or music .since ,there are more people who can
understand these products ,so this industry will be more profitable .
In short ,the reason that I am agree with this opinion is that people can
communicate and share their ideas with others much easier than before
,consequently education and business will be much faster than before .

